




History of the Electric Blanket
This delight has been around for a long time and most people probably think, “What’s so big about
the electric blanket?” Well, there are a lot of reasons the electric blanket has been a life changing
gadget.

The blanket was invented by the Superintendent of the Battle Creek Sanitarium, Dr. John Harvey
Kellogg, as one of the alternative medical treatments for his patients. He always advocated that his
patients being outside in the fresh air (even sleeping outdoors) would benefit the mental health and
overall health of his patients. The problem was when it got cold no one wanted to spend much time
outdoors.

His invention of the “thermo-electric” blanket enabled his patients (which included Amelia Earhart
and Henry Ford) to be outside no matter what the weather was like.

Health Benefits Of Electric Blankets
A quarter of people purchasing electric blankets do so for health benefits beyond general comfort.
Direct heat therapy is one of the main reasons for using an electric blanket. Applying heat to muscles
increases blood flow; this enhances muscle nutrition and relaxation, which helps with healing and
pain and eases sleep.
People who suffer from back pain, tension, or injuries may find relief through the application of heat
to affected areas. Heat provided by electric blankets may relieve muscle pain and soreness caused
by arthritis and fibromyalgia. Those with Raynaud's phenomenon or post-polio syndrome may use
heated bedding to avoid damage and relieve discomfort caused by poor circulation or cold
intolerance.
Electric blankets and mattress pads also can help health conditions indirectly, such as sinus
conditions and allergies. They allow one to sleep in lower room temperatures and avoid breathing
warmer dry air. Conversely, the heat provided by these devices also reduces moisture in bedding.
Today the electric blanket can be seen in tents, caravans, trucks and boats to keep warm on cold
winter nights but it is still a handy piece of technology that has a fantastic purpose.

An electric blanket allows users to maintain a more comfortable temperature and gain the general
benefits associated with deep and uninterrupted sleep particularly when camping in near zero and
sub zero temperatures.

Disclaimer: The information we provide is not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or
treatment. Always seek the advice of your doctor or other health provider with any questions you may have regarding a
medical condition.



COVID-19 Vs OUR DELIVERIES

28/04/2020 - Express Post Deliveries:
Australia Post has struggled to keep up with the increase in demand due to the coronavirus,
which has resulted in the suspension of one of their services.

Due to the challenges, Australia Post has suspended their Express Post guarantee of
next-day delivery due to the postal service being unable to commit to the timeframe.

Express Post is still available but parcels may not be delivered next business day every
time.

The suspension became effective on April 20, 2020 but the Australia Post website ensures
the delivery service will remain to be the fastest way to receive mail, as they will be
prioritised.

“The temporary removal of the Express Post guarantee is not intended to impact any rights
that customers may have under the Australian Consumer Law,” the Australia Post website
says.

Our products are shipped by Australia Post using standard tracked satchels which prior to
the pandemic took 5-7 days to deliver Australia wide. Due to implemented distancing rules
at Australia Post, this time frame has now been extended to approximately 14 days or more.
We have looked into using other carriers but their delivery charges prohibitively expensive
which would drive up the cost of our blankets beyond reasonable expectations.

The World Health Organisation and the Australian Department of Health have stated that the
risk of contracting COVID-19 through handling of mail or parcels is extremely low.



See this honest appraisal: https://youtu.be/H1BhJzIzUUU

https://youtu.be/H1BhJzIzUUU


















Thinking of using a 240v electric blanket from home?





High Country Weather Forecasts

Australian Alps: Snowy Mountains Forecast
http://www.bom.gov.au/nsw/forecasts/snowy.shtml

Australian Alps Weather
http://www.bom.gov.au/australia/alpine/

West and South Gippsland District Forecast
http://www.bom.gov.au/vic/forecasts/westsouthgippsland.shtml

North East District Forecast
http://www.bom.gov.au/vic/forecasts/northeast.shtml

East Gippsland District Forecast
http://www.bom.gov.au/vic/forecasts/eastgippsland.shtml

Forecast Summary for Victorian Towns
http://www.bom.gov.au/vic/forecasts/towns.shtml
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